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New York–based writer Gustavo Vaisman and I collaborated in Shanghai to illustrate his 
poems and compile them into a book.
Forgoing traditional forms of poetry, Gustavo composes short, single verse poems that aim 
to capture one single sentiment or idea. After sitting down with him and agreeing upon the 
sentiment for each, I sought to create a visual representation of that feeling or idea in a mono-
chrome design.  The result was the multimedia collaboration titled “A road leading back the 
way you came”
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Kulturhavn is Copenhagen’s annual summer harbour festival which fills the city’s waterways 
with life and activity. The festival has developed over the past 14 years into the nation’s largest 
cultural harbour festival with over 100,000 visitors. The festival is a showcase for new creative 
cultural projects in and around the harbour. I worked on a lively and stimulating composition. 
First, I devised simple shapes which can be easily applied as a pattern. I was mostly inspired 
by traditional nordic designs and the visual representation of music and water waves. I then 
created a layout implementing those shapes and worked on the typography, randomly 
following the pattern to keep the composition dynamic. The word “ur” in Dannish means “to 
watch” and “havn” translates to harbour. As it is a cultural festival, I decided to divide the 
word “kulturhavn” to enhance the significance of the festival.I decided to work with two 
impactful colors to make the composition even more powerful and clearly readable. I  also 
balanced the white spaces to make the whole poster lively, yet not oppressive. 
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Looky is an app which focuses on integrating foreigners into the local life of Shanghai through 
fun challenges around the city with local people and  activities. It offers a unique way to disco-
ver and share the city, getting one closer to its inhabitants and culture. 
The language barrier has a significant impact on integration, as well as the differences of 
habits and local activities. Many foreigners stay within their groups of expat friends, making 
it difficult to create connections with chinese locals. With Looky, you can embrace the local 
culture within your neighborhood and meet local people, sharing your experience with your 
family and friends worldwide, minimizing stereotypes regarding life in Shanghai. It is a fun 
way to unite foreigners with the local community. It is also a communication/promotional tool 
for local shops and businesses that need more visibility, and for the city to share a positive 
image of its local culture. 

The app was the final project for my Master’s Degree in Transcultural design and is currently 
still in development, where I hope to have it fully implemented for New York as well as 
Shanghai.  
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Creation of a logo for the writer Gustavo Vaisman. After meeting the professional editor, poet, 
and aspiring novelist, he asked me to design a visual identity for him that captured the 
old-fashioned sophistication once attributed to writers. Using the traditional fountain-tip pen 
as inspiration, I designed a monogram which playfully combined his initials  to create the 
image of a pencil  meeting paper. The slate and white color scheme further conveys the classic 
inspirations. 
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Typoday is an annual typography competition. The contest brief was to design a poster 
expressing two opposing or conflicting words or concepts. Each of these words had to be 
from a different language. I decided to work on something meaningful to me: My expatria-
tion. I represented the word «close to» in Chinese characters and the opposing term «far 
away» in French. These two words are linked by the perspective which start from the Chinese 
characters. I started to sketch my ideas and then I developed it on illustrator. 
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The CEO of Thrilling Cities asked me to renovate his own personal visual identity to be in line 
with his company’s new city branding initiative. I spearheaded the entire design process for 
the logo, website, and brochure from conception through implementation. 
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Fuzhou is a growing chinese city where many companies have established themselves to 
invest and participate in its technological industry. The local government approached our 
agency to create its visual identity. The concept is based on the region’s arborescence and 
investment potential, using a tree as an iconic symbol of the city
I was charged with the logo design, including the entire visual identity development as well 
as the identity guidelines book which is currently being implemented by the local government. 
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Today Shanghai is famous throughout the world. Each year billions of foreigners come from 
every corner of the globe to the city where everything is possible. When foreigners arrive, 
they are confronted with several assimilation issues, such as the language barrier and culture 
shock. The city’s tourism government asked us to develop an informal and unique guide based 
on infographics and user-friendly pictograms containing practical information about the city. 
I created 3 complete infographics about Shanghai and its local culture, streets, museums, 
urban architecture, and local food. 
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Here is a a short sampling from my personal collection of sketches and drawings, some of 
which were assigned during my studies and others from personal sketchbooks. I enjoy 
drawing during my free time, travels, and metro trips. I seek inspiration from unexpected 
scenes, people, or everyday objects I encounter throughout my daily life. 
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